CONSTRUCTION ALERT
Massie Road Lane Shift @ JPJ & Emmet Street

ATHLETICS MASTER PLAN – OLYMPIC SPORTS COMPLEX
MONDAY, AUGUST 21 TO MONDAY AUGUST 28, 2023

LATEST CHANGES:

• The east bound lane of Massie Rd. between the McCue Center and Emmet Street will be shifted one lane over starting Monday 21 August and ending Monday 28 August. One lane of traffic in each direction along Massie will remain open.

ITEMS OF INTEREST:

• The sidewalk along the south side of Massie, east of McCue, is closed. Please use the north side sidewalk and appropriate crosswalks.

BACKGROUND:

Construction of a new Olympic Sports Complex which will include a renovation and addition to the existing McCue Center building. The project will include revisions to the existing east McCue parking lot, a new entry terrace, and the western portion of the promenade.

ISSUED BY:

• BRIAN WILLIAMS, PROJECT MANAGER - UVA FM CC&R, GBW5R@VIRGINIA.EDU, 434.962.3692
• COREY HOFFMAN, PROJECT COORDINATOR-UVA FM CC&R, CNH8B@VIRGINIA.EDU, 434-260-9449
• CHRIS HOY, CONSTRUCTION ADMINISTRATION MANAGER – UVA FM CC&R, CJH6T@VIRGINIA.EDU, 434.962.5326
• DAVID SELLARS, CONSTRUCTION ADMINISTRATION MANAGER – UVA FM CC&R, DES7N@VIRGINIA.EDU, 540.520.0040
PHOTOS/MAPS OF AREAS AFFECTED:

END OF ALERT